Moving Faster is a Competitive Advantage…

**Developers** want to push quickly into production.

Devs go faster with:
- **Agile** methodologies
- **Continuous Integration**

**Operations** wants stability, manageability, And Security.

IT moves faster with:
- **Automation Tools**
- **Self-Service to Developers**
But Requires People, Process and Technology Change…

Source: [http://dev2ops.org/2010/02/what-is-devops/](http://dev2ops.org/2010/02/what-is-devops/)
Pivotal-VMware Cloud-Native Stack
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Well integrated software solution
Photon Platform: Purpose-Built IaaS for Cloud-Native Apps

Optimized Feature-set
Just the features needed to provide a secure and SLA-capable infrastructure for next-gen apps.

API-first Model
Built on clean, devops-friendly APIs, enabling consumption and operations to automate.

Scale-out Control Plane
A scale-out control plane optimizes for the creation of 1000s of simultaneous new workloads with active-active availability of system APIs.

Open Source
- Photon Controller
- Photon OS
- Bosh CPI

vmware.github.io
See it in person (Booth# 201)
Thank You!

Meet with us at Booth #201

http://www.vmware.com/cloudnative

http://blogs.vmware.com/cloudnative

vmware.github.io